Introduction
An increasing number of multi-authored research papers in scientific communication (Cronin 2001 There has been very little research that applied the harmonic and NBA models together and compared their performances in citation evaluation. In addition, although some prior studies showed the effects of different credit allocation models on publication and citation scores (Hagen 2008;  2014; Jian and Xiaoli 2013), relatively few researchers applied such models to the author-level research assessment in the field of chemistry, where research collaboration is frequent (Cronin, Shaw and La Barrer 2004) and the authorship order in the bylines of papers typically reflects the relative contributions of authors (Kim and Diesner 2014; Vinkler 1993; 2000) . Furthermore, existing models often reduce the credit assigned to the first author as the number of co-authors increases despite his/her significant contribution in the research process.
To address this dearth of research, we applied major co-authorship credit allocation models to the calculation of citation index scores and rankings of 35 chemistry faculty members in one of the most prestigious universities in South Korea and observed the effects of the models on the citation indicators. We further compared the performance of the harmonic and NBA models and tested our modified model that gives full ('1') credit to the first author regardless of the number of co-authors.
Prior Research and Methods

Authorship Credit Allocation Models
We calculated citation scores of a paper by multiplying citation count by the author credit after applying different co-authorship allocation credit models. The allocation models used in our study are: (a) inflated counting, (b) fractional counting, (c) harmonic counting (Hagen 2010) and (d) network-based allocation (NBA) (Kim and Diesner 2014) . The inflated and fractional counting are two common methods used in research assessment (Hagen 2008 ). In the inflated counting model, full credit ("1") is allocated to all coauthors, and in the fractional counting method, one credit is equally divided to coauthors, which generate inflationary and equalizing biases respectively (Hagen 2008; . To address the inflationary and equalizing biases, Hagen has advocated the use of harmonic counting model that allocates authorship credit by the order and number of authors (Hodge and Greeberg 1981; Hagen 2008; . In harmonic counting, the ith author of a paper authored by N coauthors can be calculated as follows (Hagen 2008 ):
The harmonic approach, however, can suffer from a lack of flexibility in its application to different disciplines where there are different academic norms for collaboration and authorship by showing smaller lack of fit values against the empirical data (i.e., expert judgment) from chemistry than other models. However, the empirical data used in two studies were different; that is, while Kim and Diesner (2014) referenced Vinker's 1993 paper, Hagen (2010) referenced Vinker's 2000 paper (see Table 1 ). Vinkler (1993; 2000) In our study, we recalculated lack of fit (LOF) values against the more recent empirical data to find the best distribution factor for the NBA model. While Kim and Diesner (2014) reported the minimum lack of fit values with a distribution factor of 0.51 for chemistry using Vinkler's 1993 empirical data, our study found that a distribution factor of 0.48 produces the minimum In the harmonic and the NBA models, however, the credit assigned to the first author decreases significantly as the number of co-authors increases, that is, the first author can be penalized more than other co-authors for collaboration despite his/her critical role in conducting research and writing the paper. In reaction to this, several scholars suggested giving a whole credit to the first author (Tscharntke et al. 2007 ; Zhang 2009) even though it makes a total authorship credit greater than one. When the unit of analysis is the author, as is the case in our study, reducing the first author credit in multi-authored papers essentially penalizes the first author for collaboration, which we believe is an unfair practice. Thus, we adapted Zhang's approach (2009) to extend the harmonic (harmonic+) and NBA (NBA+) models. In the harmonic+ model, the first author always receives one credit regardless of the number of co-authors, and the credits of non-first authors sum up to one except the case where there are two authors (Table 3) . In the NBA+ model, setting V to 2 to make the sum of authorship credits to 2 produces problematic first author credit; for this reason, we excluded the NBA+ model in the analysis. The harmonic+ model can be formalized as:
Citation Indicators
The citation indicators used in the study are h-index, R-index, and normalization of (h, R), shows the "impact of papers" in the h-core. The formula of hR-index is:
Study Data
The data of this study covers faculty publications (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) 
Results
Citation Scores by Models
We first compared the h-, R-, and hR-scores of 35 faculty members, calculated by four authorship credit allocation models (i.e., inflated, fractional, harmonic, and NBA) (see Appendix A). As expected, the inflated h-and R-scores were always greater than those by other models ( Figure   1 and 2), except for one author (ID=16) who had a constant h-score across models resulting from a small number of papers authored as the first or the second author only. The author had published 4 papers (three as the first, one as the second author), all of which were cited enough times so as to nullify the effect of citation score reduction on h-index by different models.
<Figure 1> h-index scores of chemistry faculty <Figure 2> R-index scores of chemistry faculty
The inflated hR-scores were not considerably different from other hR-scores due to the normalization process (i.e., authors' h-/R-index scores are divided by the sum of all h-/R-index scores) (see Figure 3) . Rather, some faculty members' inflated hR-scores were even smaller than their fractional, harmonic, or NBA hR-scores. In other words, some faculty members had greater inflated h-and R-scores than their harmonic or NBA h-/R-scores, but their inflated hR-scores were smaller than other hR-scores, which may be caused by a combination of factors as discussed below.
<Figure 3> hR-index scores of chemistry faculty
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The first possible factor for causing such outcome is a large proportion of the first-and secondauthored papers. In the harmonic and NBA models, which assign credits to authors by their order on the byline, h-/R-scores of faculty members with many first-and second authored papers will be greater than those of faculty members with later authorship orders. This means the harmonic and NBA models' numerator to denominator ratio of the hR-score would tend to be greater than the inflated model for authors with high-order authorships. In our study, faculty members who authored more than 30% of papers as the first-or second-author (ID=1, 3, 9, 11, 15, 16, 19, 24) , had the harmonic or NBA hR-scores greater than or equal to their inflated scores. Table 4 illustrates this effect of authorship order on hR-score computations. The second factor that can influence the computation of hR-score is the citation count. Given that hR-index combines both number and impact of papers (Jian and Xiaoli 2013), the number of citations an author receives, especially the average citation count per paper after applying authorship credit adjustments, affects how hR-scores differ across the models. Among the faculty members with high average citation counts who authored less than 30% of papers as the firstor second-author, those with relatively less severe authorship credit adjustment (ID=2, 18, 26) show harmonic and NBA hR-scores greater than the inflated score ( Table 5 ). The severity of authorship credit reduction by harmonic and NBA models is more pronounced for faculty members who tend to publish as auxiliary authors (ID=7, 14, 25, 27).
When it comes to the fractional model, the fractional h-and R-scores were typically greater than the harmonic or NBA h-and R-scores, except in a few cases where faculty members (e.g., ID=1, 15, 24) had a large proportion of first-/second-authored papers or a high citation rate.
Similarly, if faculty members had the smaller fractional hR-scores than the harmonic or NBA 1) h-/R-index scores in Table 4 The difference between the harmonic and NBA models were quite minor in the h-scores; for instance, 22 out of 35 faculty members' h-scores were the same using two models, while thirteen faculty members had one-score difference between them. In terms of R-scores, all faculty members have different scores depending on the allocation method (harmonic or NBA) used. While most faculty members have differences in the harmonic and NBA R-scores in the range of 1.00, a faculty member's (ID=7) R-score was different by 3.17 because of the authorship credit difference amplified by two papers that have been cited more than 2,000 times.
The harmonic+ h-scores were greater than the harmonic h-scores because of the increased author credits, especially to the high-order author. For the faculty member (ID=15) who authored majority of papers (73 out of 112 papers) as the first author, the advantage of using the harmonic+ model is quite obvious since his h-index increased from 14 (harmonic) to 21 (Table 6) . Even with just a few first-authored papers, faculty members authoring highly cited papers as the second of two-author papers (ID=3, 6, 8, 25) also increase their h-scores by 3 or more with the harmonic+ model since the authorship credit allocation is boosted from 0.33 to 0.7 (Table 2 and 3) . In regards to the R-scores, the increase by the harmonic+ model is predictable for those faculty members with increased h-scores (e.g., ID=3, 6, 8, 15, 25) . Even a minor increase in h-score can result in a noticeable increase in R-score by relatively high citation counts of newly added h-core papers.
For hR-scores, 17 faculty members got harmonic scores greater than harmonic+ scores because of the normalization process, calculating the relative scores of faculty members within an allocation method. 
Citation Rankings by Models
We examined changes in citation rankings of faculty using different authorship allocation credit methods (see Appendix B). Kendall's rank correlation coefficient tau (τ) was computed to test associations, and there were significant correlations between all citation rankings. As reported in Table 7 , the inflated citation rankings were more strongly correlated with the fractional rankings (.791 <= τ < = .818) than the harmonic (.616 <= τ <= .620) or NBA rankings (.654 <= τ <= .720).
This pattern was also clear in the hR-index rankings even though it was difficult to compare hR-scores across different credit allocation models due to the normalization process. However, there seemed to be different patterns even between the inflated and the fractional rankings; some faculty members (ID=9, 20, 30) had lower inflated rankings than fractional rankings while others (ID=33, 35, 4)
had lower fractional rankings than inflated rankings, due to the changes in fractional citation scores by the author count of papers.
The strong correlation between the harmonic and NBA models was expected, as both models allocate authorship credit by author contribution based on the author order. Despite very strong correlations between the harmonic and NBA rankings (.898 <= τ <= .946), two models generated somewhat different faculty citation rankings; that is, 86% of the faculty (30 authors) had different h-index rankings between the two models; 46% (17 authors) differed in R-index rankings; and 60% (21 authors) in hR-index rankings. In a similar vein, there were very strong correlations between the harmonic and harmonic+ rankings (.872 <= τ <= .923), although 71%, 77%, and 80% of the faculty (25, 27 and 28 authors) got ranking changes in h-, R-, and hR-index respectively.
These findings suggest that, although similar authorship allocation models produce overall author rankings that are statistically correlated, many individual authors can experience ranking changes when using different authorship credit allocation models. 
Discussion and Conclusions
We applied different authorship credit allocation methods to 35 chemistry faculty members' citation data and observed some changes in their citation scores and rankings. The inflated and fractional counting models produced citation scores quite different from the scores by other models, while harmonic and NBA models generated quite similar citation scores across h-index, R-index, and hR-index. In terms of citation ranking, the inflated model produced more similar rankings to the fractional model than the harmonic and NBA models that eliminate inflationary and equalizing bias (Hagen 2014 ). However, the strong correlations between credit allocation models did not always guarantee minor ranking changes; rather, more than half of faculty members got different rankings even between the inflated and the fractional models and between the harmonic and the NBA models. Also, the majority of faculty members experienced ranking changes between the harmonic and harmonic+ counting methods. These findings suggest the importance of an accurate authorship credit allocation method in the citation assessment of researchers.
While Kim and Diesner (2014) showed a better performance of their NBA model in relation to Vinker's 1993 data, our study using Vinker's 2000 data suggests that the harmonic model explains 3% more variation in the empirical data set. The strength of the NBA model lies in its adaptability to different disciplines despite its relative complex formula. Our study findings based on the 35 faculty members may show that at least in chemistry, the harmonic model may be better for measuring citation scores and rankings of authors. Nevertheless, the empirical data that have been cited in co-authorship research were measured more than ten years ago, warranting future research that revisits chemists' perceptions of credit allocations.
We also proposed and tested the harmonic+ counting model, which is designed to minimize the penalty for research collaboration imposed by harmonic and NBA models by boosting the contribution of collaborating primary authors to be on the equal footing with single authors. By setting the sum of authorship credit to be 1 for multi-authored papers, harmonic and NBA models essentially penalize primary researchers for collaboration, thus introducing the "deflationary" bias for collaborating primary authors. Based on our belief that contribution of primary authors should be the same regardless of collaboration, harmonic+ model addresses the deflationary bias while still preventing inflationary and equalizing biases; however, further empirical data is necessary to test this model.
This study used seven-year bibliometric data of 35 faculty members who are affiliated with the most prestigious university in South Korea, implying that their publishing, authorship, and citation behaviors are closer to international academic norms but might be influenced by cultural factors. Although future work adding data sets from different countries could lead to more interesting findings, our study not only demonstrated how different authorship credit allocation strategies can result in different research assessment outcomes but also revealed that authorship (e.g., proportion
of first-or second-authored papers), publishing (e.g., number of papers), and citation (e.g., highly cited papers) behaviors as well as features of citation indicators are important factors in determining the efficacy of authorship credit allocation models. Future research that reexamines the models with updated empirical data would provide further insights into the robustness of the models. 
